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Notes: 

 Instructors must have trad gear for today! Emphasis is on lead belaying! 
 Student belays are to be backed up by an assistant/student holding on to the brake strand. 
 If student belays are not “proficient” (for their first weekend), give them more practice. 
 Program rules are in a separate instructor handout. 

Skills Learned: 

 Know what a SRENE anchor is and have helped build one 
 Know the process for climbing a trad pitch 
 Know the different types of trad gear and how to clean and rerack gear and alpine draws 
 Butterfly coiling a rope 
 Tie today's knots: rewoven figure 8 with fisherman's backup, bowline, water knot, figure 8 

on a bight, girth hitch, clove hitch, Münter hitch. 
Suggested agenda: 

1. Review program rules and safety at the crag (yelling ROCK!, yelling ROPE!) 
2. Review toprope anchors 

a. Review SRENE anchors (Solid, Redundant, Equalized, No Extension). 
b. Build (as a group) a toprope anchor with rope or webbing. 

3. Review belaying technique: 
a. Discuss pull-brake-under-slide. 
b. Discuss climbing vocal signals; always use full set of signals. 
c. Discuss other commands: Up Rope, Slack, Take/Tension, Lower, Falling. 
d. Discuss safety checks and the pros and cons of anchoring the belayer. 

4. Body belay 
a. Explain situations body belay is used (emphasis on belaying from top over 4th class 

terrain).  Demonstrate technique and how to anchor properly for body belay 
b. Each student body belays another student on level ground and catches a "fall." 

5. Lead belaying: (students should have read the lead belaying article in the handbook) 
a. Cardinal rules of belaying: maintain control of belay, don’t pull leader off, don’t short-

rope leader, keep leader on belay until absolutely positive he/she wants to be off belay. 
b. Demonstrate lead belaying including: keeping a proper amount of slack (“smile” in the 

rope), paying out an appropriate amount of rope when the leader clips gear, and taking 
in slack afterwards. 

c. Explain how to avoid lowering the leader off the end of a rope by closing the system 
(with a knot in the end of the rope or similar) to avoid lowering accidents 

d. For today: emphasis on lead belaying mechanics, proper amount of slack, “Watch Me!” 
e. Each student belays a leader.  This may be a simulated or actual lead belay. 

Recommended: assistant climbs while top-rope belayed and trailing a rope that another 
student is “lead belaying” on.  The assistant periodically pulls up a bight of slack to 
simulate clipping or actually clips pre-placed gear.  Many options are possible as long as 
lead belaying is emphasized!  

6. Introduction to Trad Climbing 
a. Show different types of trad gear and how to clean and re-rack trad gear (and draws). 
b. Have each student clean and re-rack all types of trad gear. 
c. Demonstrate the trad climbing process (horizontally along the base of the cliff or on the 

bottom part of a climb): flake rope, tie in, leader climbs and builds anchor, pulls up rope, 
d. Demonstrate the process of following:  “THAT’S ME," assistant cleans and re-racks gear, 

ties into the anchor with a clove hitch, passes gear to leader and reflakes rope. 
7. [Time Permitting] Students follow and clean a pitch over level ground 

a. Students follow a pitch over level ground and go through the entire follow process. 


